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Abstract
In the efforts to promote visible light communication (VLC) as a short-reach wireless connection choice
up to Gbits per second, readiness of the provision on the most appropriate technologies and channel
modeling must be crucial. To demonstrate VLC capability for high speed transmission, a system setup
with only line-of-sight (LOS) channel, motionless receiver terminal and even a visible light emitting
laser is usually customized. However, the original idea for future VLC vision is based on the
consideration of a possible value-added service from the fundamental solid state device lighting with
cheap white light LED bulbs. Upon this scenario which is more practical for future VLC system overlay
with indoor lighting, a movable receiver should be designed to overcome the problems from very
narrow bandwidth of LED bulbs, varying channel transfer function incorporating of LOS and rich multipath none line-of-sight (NLOS) reflections, and the terminal position change, etc. This talk presents a
brief review on our recent efforts toward conceptual design on deployable indoor VLC systems, which
include location based equalization, fast equalizer initialization, time-domain reshuffling OFDM, and so
on.
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